Site Council Agenda
October 6, 2021
Members present:
● Parents: Michael Patin
● Students: Kim Cortes-Martinez, Mary Volk
● Staff members: Kees Keizer, Amanda Williams, Allison Leepin, Alan Simpson, Brian Davis, Frank
Thomas, Lenka Cervenkova
Students, especially those who are most marginalized, are at the center of our
conversations and decisions. Every time. Every day.
1) Active Listening for Understanding
- ask questions for clarification
- assume good intentions
- give grace and patience

3) Stay engaged and on task
- think outside of the box
- monitor your attention

2) Equity of Voice
- pause for / allow think time
- invite all perspectives
- speak responsibly from your perspective

4) Accept non-closure
- relentless focus on the outcomes
- circle back to make decisions
- respect start/end times

Agenda Item
●

Introductions
■

Notes/Outcome
Please be ready to share:
● Name
● Connection to GHS
● Ice Breaker: A positive thing
that's happened in the last
couple weeks
● update from admin about
ATTW

●

Budget breakdown: ALL funds together now
○ Request form
○ Follow up info from staff
■ Math funding request

●

Filter group for next year:
○ Chair:
○ Co-chair (?):
○ Secretary:
○ Student Representative:

Classified contract does not have attw
compensation for this meeting, Tori's
trying to figure that out

chair person- Kees
co chair- Mary
scribe- Frank
classified representative- Lenka
parent rep- Michael Patin
certified rep- Frank

○
○

●

Parent Representative:
Classified Representative:

student reps- Mary and Kim

Breakout Groups-

How has the school year so far been for you?
Are there some areas that you could suggest to improve
GHS?
Are you interested in any of the below focus areas:
●
●
●
●
●

Trauma Informed Practices
Equity-building
Culturally Responsive Teaching
Restorative Practices
Clubs and activities, student engagement

○

Next Meeting: supposed to be the second wed. of the
month but this year different so we'll figure that out

Post minutes

Amanda's group- people pulled in
different directions, a lot on our plates,
GNN is good, maybe getting different
groups on there, change in leadership
of BSU and GSA and what those efforts
are going to look like in the future
Tori's group- resetting culture, after the
hiatus, what we can offer to students
that have been on pause, reset the
type of experiences students want to
have, energizing learning experiences,
restorative practices and reset how we
can offer those for our school

Can you suggest other areas?

Follow up/Action Item

Brian's group- culturally responsive
teaching, how to express that certain
things are not okay, how to respond to
situations that aren't explosive, how to
express an opinion in a constructive
way, when do we teach this?

Timeline

Kees has a survey for best meeting
times, he sent out at the end of the
meeting

Person Responsible
Kees

